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Abstract. In the animation process of a human-like 3D model, a skele-
ton must be speciﬁed to deﬁne the model’s surface deformation of its
limbs. Nowadays the skeleton speciﬁcation is hand made and very time
consuming task. In this paper we propose a novel semi-automatic method
for rigging a 3D model in an arbitrary pose using a skeleton deﬁned in
an animation dataﬁle with no speciﬁc initial pose. First a skeleton is
extracted from the voxelizated model, this skeleton is reﬁned and trans-
formed into a tree-data structure. Because the 3D model can be in an
arbitrary pose, user interaction is required to select the ﬁve limbs cor-
respondence (head, hands and feet), and ﬁnally a skeleton taken from
an animation data ﬁle or a external source is adjusted to the geometric
skeleton.
Keywords: Skeleton driven animation, rig adjustment, skeletonization,
thinning, voxelization,skinning,animation.
1 Introduction
In skeleton driven animation one of the most time consuming tasks is the rig
process. The rig process places a set of controls (joints) that interconnected by
artiﬁcial bones (links) specify which parts of the 3D model must be rotated and
translated to produce the desired motion (skeleton binding). Nowadays, the rig
process is done manually, and it is created by placing the joints in the character’s
medial axis where an articulation should be. The number of joints that a skeleton
will have depends directly on the animator and the chosen animation technique.
If it concerns to a hand-made animation the number of joints used in a skeleton
will be deﬁned entirely by the animator. If the technique used is motion capture
the number of joints used in a skeleton will depend on the number of captured
joints.
The rigging process is tedious and time consuming, to reduce this time we
have developed a human assisted method that allows an easy reuse of predeﬁned
skeletons that can be taken from motion captured ﬁles or previous character
animations and adjust it to an arbitrary 3D model. Our method extracts a
skeleton using a thinning process over a previously voxelizated 3D model. In this
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paper we deﬁne a geometric skeleton as the obtained skeleton after ﬁnishing
the thinning process, and a logic skeleton as the one created by an animator
or taken from a motion capture ﬁle. A logic skeleton could be used in diﬀerent
3D models if joints parameters were properly adjusted, this adjustment can be
done manually or automatically. In this paper we present a method to adjust a
logic skeleton to a geometric skeleton. While other approaches are constrained
to an initial pose (T-pose or anthropometric pose), which makes the adjustment
easier, our method is not pose constrained and we deal with models without
a speciﬁc initial pose. Nowadays, these kind of models are becoming popular
because they can be obtained from scanners or vision systems.
1.1 Related Work
Our work is initially based on the skeleton extraction, in 2D this problem was
solved using hexagonal sampling [11] as an alternative to the classic square
sampling.
In the 3D case we can ﬁnd several thinning algorithms ([2],[1],[8],[7]) based on
removing voxels from the surface of the voxelizated model until only a skeleton
remains. In [10] the Euclidean distance and the Discrete medial surface is used
to extract a 3D skeleton. A penalized algorithm [9] based in a modiﬁed dijkstra
method is used for skeleton extraction, and a hybrid method [3] use a modiﬁed
version of the thinning algorithm mixed with force ﬁelds to reﬁne the process.
For the automatic rigging [4] and [12] propose two diﬀerent approaches. In [4] a
predeﬁned skeleton is embedded into the model’s medial surface. A new method
to extract the skeleton is proposed in [12], where using two 3D silhouettes and
the mid points of the internal edges of a Delaunay triangulation, a skeleton is
estimated.
1.2 Method Overview
The main idea of our method is to use an existing logic skeleton, and adjust
it to an arbitrary human-like model. The geometric skeleton creation process is
based on the method described in [5]. A geometric skeleton is the mapping to a
tree data structure of the skeleton obtained after the thinning process is applied
over the voxelizated closed mesh.
There are two main advantages of representing a geometric skeleton as a tree
data structure:
1. Fast and easy traversal over all the skeleton: When the thinning pro-
cedure has been applied to the model, we deﬁne a node for each obtained
voxel. All the operations (coordinate transforms, neighborhood and classiﬁ-
cation of the nodes) done over the voxelizated space are applied and stored
in a data structure.
2. Allow us to perform operations over nodes: Modify or delete a node
or an entire set of nodes (loops).
The chosen data structure to represent our geometric skeleton is a n-ary tree.
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2 Creation Process
To create a geometrical skeleton we use a modiﬁcation of the traversal algorithm
described in [5]. Basically we create a node of the tree each time the algorithm
is traversing a new voxel. As starting point we choose a random voxel from the
thinned model.
Node classification. In [5] the voxels or points of the skeleton where classiﬁed
by their neighborhood, in this paper we are going to use this classiﬁcation for
the nodes of the geometric skeleton. The nodes are classiﬁed as:
– Flow nodes: Nodes with two neighbors, these nodes represent tubular seg-
ments of the skeleton, usually limbs (legs, arms, neck, etc.). In our tree data
structure this kind of nodes will have one child and one parent.
– Connection nodes: These nodes will have a number of neighbors greater
than two. They usually represent a solid-rigid part of the model, like the hips
or the chest. In our tree data structure this can be a node with or without
parent and more than one child.
– End nodes: Nodes with only one neighbor. These nodes will represent the
ﬁnal section of a limb, like the hands, feet, or the head. In our data structure
this will be a node with only one neighbor, its parent.
2.1 Geometric Skeleton Post-processing
Once the geometric skeleton is created, we apply a post-process to reﬁne it. This
post-process will have the following steps:
1. Deletion of loops and redundant nodes: The result of the thinning
process over a voxelizated model is a set of voxels that represents a skeleton.
Usually, this set has voxels which could be noisy or redundant nodes (voxels
which can not be removed because of their topology condition [2]). We must
have in mind that the size of the voxel in our space can change the number
of details and noise in the geometric skeleton. If the voxel size is small, the
thinning algorithm tends to introduce more voxels as end nodes, this will
generate more branches in the geometric skeleton (ﬁg. 1) .
2. Root node adjust: Because we use a random voxel as starting point in
the creation of a geometric skeleton, the root node must be adjusted. Only
connection nodes can be root nodes. The main reason for this is that in
practically all the animation formats, the hips are taken as the center of
mass for translations and rotations, and it can be considered as a solid-rigid.
If the root node in the geometric skeleton is not a connection node, the
nearest connection node is assigned as the root, and the geometric skeleton
tree is balanced to the new root node.The assigned connection node is the
ﬁrst approximation to the model’s hip, the appropriate assignment will be
done in a posterior step.
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(a) Voxel size at 1%
of height.
(b) Voxel size at
0.65% of height.
(c) Voxel size at
0.4% of height.
Fig. 1. Extracted skeleton at diﬀerent voxel sizes
3. Skeleton smoothing: A smoothing step is mandatory because in a vox-
elizated space, changes of position between nodes of the skeleton in the
same neighborhood are mainly produced in the edges of the voxel. This lead
to undesirable artifacts if this data is used to calculate direction changes
between two voxels. By changing the position of the voxels from edge to
face neighborhood a smooth transition is granted. We use a window based
method as our smoothing process.
3 Segments
Segments are the core elements in the adjustment of a logic skeleton (rig) to a
geometric skeleton. We deﬁne a segment as:
Segment: A set of nodes traversing the skeleton from a connection node to an
end node.(fig.2. b.).
Using our deﬁnition of segment, a skeleton(geometric or logic) can be deﬁned as:
Skeleton: A set of segments with the same connection node as starting point
(fig.2. a).
In full body animation only ﬁve end nodes are needed (head,hands and feet) [4],
furthermore the great majority of full body motion capture data is produced with
ﬁve end nodes [13]. Therefore we have restricted our method to logic skeletons
with ﬁve end nodes.
4 Node Selection and Root Assignment
The main problem of adjusting a logic skeleton to a geometric skeleton is ﬁnding
the correspondence between their body segments (head,hands and feet). Logic
skeleton’s limbs are speciﬁed by a tag, this tag can be obtained from a ﬁle, a user
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(a) Extracted skeleton. (b) Isolated segments.
Fig. 2. Extracted skeletons and its segments, the third segment (root to nose) will be
deleted
interface or if the model was in a speciﬁc pose it could be tagged automatically
by its segments positions in the space.
4.1 End Node Selection
Geometric skeleton’s limbs are not speciﬁed. The used 3D models are in an
arbitrary pose, therefore there is no simple method capable of automatically
tagging the limbs of a 3D model. Moreover, there are models with human like
forms but with an extra limb (for instance the tail of an armadillo model).
Limbs detection is a very challenging task and its out of the scope of this paper,
to solve this problem we have implemented an interface that allows the user to
select which are the end nodes that correspond to their appropriate limbs.
In our interface the end nodes are marked with a sphere and the ﬂow nodes
are represented by cubes. The user must decide which end node corresponds to
its logic limb selecting the appropriate sphere (ﬁg. 1 b and c).
4.2 Root Assignment
Once the limbs are assigned, we delete all the nodes that are not part of an
assigned segment.(ﬁg.2 b.).
When the segments are assigned, the number of connection nodes will de-
crease, and only connection nodes that represents non-articulated parts of the
model(hips and chest) will be preserved.
It is customary to set the hip as the root node. In our case the hip will be one
of the connection nodes but depending on the number of connection nodes the
next situations can arise:
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(a) Skeleton with two connec-
tion nodes.
(b) Skeleton with three con-
nection nodes.
Fig. 3. Root assignment cases
– Two connection nodes: In this case the diﬀerence between the chest and
the hip comes from the fact that the chest will have three segments without
connection nodes(the hands and the head, ﬁg. 3 a.) and the hip will have
two (the feet). To apply this rule we are going to build two sets of segments
(one per connection node), each set of segments will have its starting node in
one of the connection nodes. Finally we assign the set with the least number
of segments as the hip (root) of our skeleton.
– Three connection nodes: In this case we calculate the summation of the
euclidian distances between ﬂow nodes from one connection node to the
other. The two nearer connection nodes will represent the chest and the other
one the hip. Therefore to ﬁnd the hip we create three set of segments, one
per connection node. For each set we select the segment with the minimum
number of ﬂow nodes between the segment’s starting node and its nearest
connection node, an from these three segments we choose the one with the
maximum number of ﬂow nodes. The starting node of the selected segment
will be assigned as the hip (root) of the skeleton.
5 Skeleton Adjustment
A logic skeleton can also be viewed as set of segments, if we have followed the
previous steps correctly, we must have the same number of segments in the geo-
metric and logic skeletons but in the logic skeleton we will have additional tagged
nodes (elbow,neck,ankle...) that are not tagged in the geometrical one. Adjust-
ing a logic skeleton to a geometric one is reduced to ﬁnd the correspondence
between logic tagged nodes and geometric untagged nodes.
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5.1 Scaling Segments
As is mentioned in the section 3, our skeletons will be represented by a set of
ﬁve segments. Because a segment in the logic skeleton has its equivalent in the
geometric skeleton we can deﬁne a normalized distance in our skeletons segments,
being zero the starting node position and one the end node position, with this
distance we can ﬁnd the position of the logic skeleton tagged nodes and map it
to our geometric skeleton untagged nodes.
The distance of the logic skeleton segments its deﬁned as the sum of the
distance between two neighbor nodes(joints) in a segment from the root node to
the end node. We have deﬁned the distance of the geometrical skeleton segment
as the sum of the distances between the center of two neighbors nodes(voxels)
in a segment from the root node to the end node. Basically adjusting a logic
skeleton to a geometric skeleton is ﬁnding a partition of the node graph formed
by the logic skeleton segment, and map its internal nodes to its correspondent arc
curve formed by the geometric skeleton segment. The union of all this mapped
nodes(with its hierarchy implicit) will be the adjusted skeleton.
(a) Logic skeleton segment. (b) Geo. skel. seg-
ment.
(c) Logic segment
adjusted to a geo.
skel. segment.
Fig. 4. Segment adjustment
6 Results
We have implemented our method as an Autodesk Maya plug-in with a 2.1 GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo with 4 Gb RAM memory and Windows Xp 64 O.S. In the ﬁg.5
we show the results obtained aplying our method to arbitrary models in diﬀerent
positions.The voxelization and skeletization time will depend on the model’s pose
and its number of triangles, the chosen voxel size is 0.65% of the model’s height
with processing times in the range of 2 and 3 seconds.The geometric skeleton
creation and the logic segment adjustment processing time will be increased if
more connection nodes and segments are obtained, our times are in the range of
2 to 3 seconds for models with a density of 20K and 28K triangles. (see table 1)
The skin attachment of the skeleton has been done with Maya’s mesh binding,
the mesh deformation method used by Maya is SSD but we have modiﬁed these
weights with a mesh segmentation algorithm(ﬁg.5 last column).
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Table 1. Processing times
Model Triangles Voxelizat.+Thin.(sec.) Assign+adjust.(sec.)
Woman. 28820 1.9543 1.0874
Man jumping. 20000 3.0031 3.1689
Man marching. 20000 2.5508 2.4632
Man hand standing. 20000 2.0604 1.4756
Fig. 5. Columns:Skeleton from an animation ﬁle, arbitrary model, geometric skeleton,
adjusted logic skeleton, binded model
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
Our method can be used as part of any animation pipeline to improve or saving
time in the development of an animation rig, because it can be applied to any
human-like model in any pose. Our method can be combined with any SSD tech-
nique, but due to animations ﬁles are usually in an initial pose, a transformation
between the animation ﬁle’s initial pose and our adjusted rig pose must be done.
This transformation can be easily implemented with any matrix or quaternion
library.
We have proposed an easy and practical way to adjust logic skeletons to
human-like models (or at least to skeletons with ﬁve or more end points) in an
arbitrary pose.
The main contribution of our method is that instead of creating a new logic
skeleton [12] or taking a predeﬁned skeleton [4] we adjust an arbitrary skele-
ton(and its hierarchy) with its related motion data to an extracted skeleton,
which is a new approach to the existing automatic skeleton rig methods. The
logic skeleton can be taken from any motion data base [13], produced by a mo-
tion simulation software or a motion capture ﬁle, the only restriction is that the
logic skeleton must have ﬁve end nodes. Our method is human like models ori-
ented, but is not restricted to them. It can be used to adjust the rig of a human
to a any model with at least ﬁve end nodes in its geometric skeleton.
The main limitation of our method is that it can not deal with any pose
automatically, to produce the adjusted skeleton the user must select the limbs
(end nodes).
As future work we want to use a skinning procedure diﬀerent than SSD, we
believe that our method can be used with a cage based deformation technique
such as [6]. The cage base deformation needs an eﬀective mesh segmentation
based in the links of a rig, we are currently working in an algorithm to achieve
this goal.
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